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THE IRRIGATION OF WHEAT 
BY F. S. HARRIS .* 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Th onomi al use of irrigation water i one of the chief 
problem of agri ulture in arid r egion. Mu ch more land is 
availa ble than can be irrigated b, the upply of water even 
~ hen methods of greatest economy are employed. 'rhe total 
crop of arid regions 'i , therefore. limited not by land but by 
wat er ; and th e w 1£are of the e regions demand that the irriga-
tio n wat fi' be u e,l a: efficiently :1 . pas ib] . 
.:\lax:imum 'onomy can be obta i:qed only b~ ' :1 fu ll. und I'-
t:1nding of the intimate relations of plant. oil. :1nc1moisture. Ex-
periment.· l:o \'eri ng every phase of thj ' relat ion ·hip mu. t b ca r-
ried on and th data brought together \" ith painstahing ca 'e 
Fig. ] .-Threshing wh eat in C che Valley. Utab. 
in order to det rm1ne exactly wh at the re uIt will be un der ea h 
set Qf onditi on. . It i jmpo. sible t o 1 ay down a few ]oO'mat' c 
rule to 'over all cases in e conditiou . yary ll1U h, and . in ce a 
practice that " ou]d be economi ·al und r one condition wouIll be 
wa . tefu l u nder another. .A shallow . and -annot 1 e irrigat d in 
th e same way ' a a deep loam. nor . h uld uo-ar b et and wheat 
have water appli d in ju"t th e arne manner. One method of 
irrigation gi'i' s certain proI erbe to rop. , while a different 
method o·j" oth r prop rti es. The quality of the ·rop Ie ired 
fiU t help to det rm ine th m thoc1 of irrigation. 
In tL pa t. wh eat has been rai d extenr i\' l~T under irriga-
*Tb e au thar wishes ta ac nawledg his indebtednes ta his assistants 
A. E. owman, H . W. Stucki, and H . J . au han far faithfulness in con-
n e tian with fie~d work and to N. I. Butt for help in preparing t he m aterial 
for publicat: on. 
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tion, but it is probable that it will gradually be driven from the 
high-priced irrigated lands to cheaper lands 'where it will be 
raised largely by dry-farm methods. Doubtless some wheat will 
always be raised under irrigation in order to fit in rotations and 
• because it is ~ convenient crop to raise; hence, it is desirable to 
obtain as much information a,g possible on the irrigation of this 
crop, partly as a means of conserving water for u e on other 
crops. 
II. GENERAL LITERATURE 
1. Amount. of Water 
Since the scientific investigation of crops firs t began, nu-
merous experiments haye been conducted to olye the important 
yet extremely difficult problem of the amount of water needed 
for the best. growth of plants. 
Gain , (a) in 1895, found that the increase in dry weight of 
plants wa checked by too much as well as by too little water. 
In his conclusions he states that" The root is especially influenced 
by the water content of the soil. With drought there is a great 
weakening of the root after flowering, the period of growth is 
considerably shortened, and the vitality of the entire plant is soon 
lessened." He found that high humidity of soil increases the 
fresh weight more than the dry weight, and the tops more than 
the roots. 
Pot experiments to study the influen ce of various degrees 
of soil saturation on th!:3 growth of grain, as reported by Mayer (b) 
in 1898, show that in general the less the moisture the greater the 
relative growth of grain to straw and consequently the less the 
percentage of fib er and the greater the percentage of protein and 
pure albuminoids. The presence of large quantities of water in 
the soil-up to 96 per cent of saturation-apparently tended to 
check seed production and lengthen the growing period. Wheat, 
for the best results , seemed to require that the ' .soil be about 80 
per cent saturated with moisture. 
(a) Gain, E. The Physiologkal Role of Water in Plants. Ann. Sci. 
Nat. Bot. Ser. 7, 20 (1895) No. ]-6, pp. 63-215. 
(b) Mayer, A. On the Influence of Smaller and Larger Amounts of 
'Water on the Development of Some Cultivated Plants . Jour. Landw. , 46 
(1898) pp. 167-184. 
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The experiments of Prianishnikov (c) seem to co ntradi ·t other 
investigators in that he found, from tv, 0 yeaI'ls' work, that there 
"vas a steady rise in the percentage of grain with the increase of 
soil water and that an increase in absolute weight of grain also 
resulted from the larger quantity of Vi ateI'. A higher percentage 
nitrogen and a shortening' of the time required to mature by the 
lower quantities of water w~re noted. 
'rhe field experiments in New Mexico (d) f rom 1900 to 1904 
show that too much "water causes growing wheat to turn yellow, 
retards ripening a few days, and causes a lecreased yield of 
grain. An adobe soil three-fourths saturated throughout the 
year was too wet for wheat. When the soil was kept fairly moist 
at the time the grain was filling, the yield was about as high as 
when the high moisture content was maintained throuo'hout the 
season. Irrigating wheat oftener than once in three week after 
it began to head incr eased the yield, but searcely enough to 
pay for the additional irrigations. The greate t yield for each 
inch of water resulted from 24 inch e and, while 29 and 35 inches 
gave greater yields, the grain for ea h in ch of water was de-
cidedly less. 
Observations by S,eelhorst and Bunger (e in 1907 indicate 
that the number of kernels to the head increases with the moisture 
content of th,e soil, that there are usually more kernels to the head 
with a .thin stand, and that there are more kernels in the large 
heads. High moist~re increased the weight .of 1000 kern els on 
nitrogen-rich soil, while a thick stand usually lessened the weight 
of kernels. . 
Seelhorst (f) in a report of the Gottengen experiment for the 
14 years prior to 1911 states that soil moisture was capable of 
influencing the ripening period to such an extent that varietal 
characteristics were lost. On soil containing 55 per cent of its 
water-holding capacity of moisture, there was little difference in 
the ripening period of four different varieties of spring wheat, 
but on soil with more moi~ture, especially with 70 per cent of the 
(c) PrianishnikoY, D. The Influence of the Moisture of the Soil on 
the Growth of Plants. Zhur. Opuitn. Agron., 1 (1900), No. 1. pp. 3-20. 
Abstract Exp. Sta. Record, 13, p. 631. 
(d) New Mexico Experiment Station. Bulletins 31, 38, 46, 48, and 54. 
(e) Seelhorst, C. Yon, and Bunger, J. Experiments with Spring 
Wheat. Jour. Landw., 55. (1907) pp. 246-260. 
(f) Seelhorst, C. von. The Importance of Water in the Life of Cul-
tivated Plants. Jour. Landw. 59 (1911) No.3, pp. 259-291. 
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water-holding 'apacity, a difference in p riod of maturity was 
marked. 
2. TIME OF APPLICATION 
Among the numerous experiments to discover the proper-
time to apply water to grain the following are important: 
Pot experiments by Seelhorst (g) in 1900 show that a high 
percentage of water during early growth increases the number-
of internode, and during heading it increase the length and 
str ngth of the ·ulm. The number of spikelets i increa ed by a 
high per entage of water during early growth while the number-
of bIos oms dey loped in the spikelets i relatively much greater-
when the water ontent of the oil is high at the time of heading. 
It wa f ound that great length of head depends o~ high 'water 
content during the early vegetative period. T'he specific gravity 
of grain is smallest where the soil moisture is highest at heading 
time. General conclusions drawn by the author are that a high 
percentage of IsoH water at the time of heading is very important 
in increasing the yields of straw and grain. 
The influence of varying the water content of soils of differ-
ent degrees of f rtility on the development of spring ~ heat was 
studied in 1908 by Preul. (11) He found that rich oil require 
less water to produce a gram of dry plant sub tance than poor 
soils. Abundant soil moisture after a dry period, produ 'es a high 
grain yield; yet if the dry period begins at the time of heading, 
the reverse is true. The length of steins depends on tIl moisture 
content of the oil at the time of sprouting and the leno-th of head 
is influenced by the degree of soil moisture during the early stages-
of growth. A lack of water during later stages of growth low~rs· 
the weight of 1000 kernels especially on rich soils. Lowering 
the quantity of moisture at a late tage of gro'wth may lower the 
nitrogen content of the grain. 
'rrue (i) concluded in 1911 that 'wheat irrigated three times 
b f ore heading and twice after heading " 'jth an appli ation of 
1.41 feet of water gaye larger yield of grain than by any other 
(g) Seeihorst, C., von. The Influence of tbe '\ a ter Content of the 
Soil on the Development of Plants . Jour. L andw. , 48 (1900) pp. 165-177. 
(b) Preul, F. The Influence of Varying Water Conten t of Soils ·of 
Different Degrees of Fertility on the Development of Spring Wheat. Jour. 
Landw., 56 (1908) pp. 22 -27l. 
( i) True, G. H. et al. Nevada Experiment Station Report (1911) pp~ 
27-30. R epor t 1913, p. 17. 
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method of applying water. He states in 1913 that the largest 
yield of wheat was obtained with two irrigations before, and two 
:after heading, the total application being 0.92 feet , and that the 
smallest yield was with one irrigation before, and one after head-
ing, where 1.08 feet of water were applied. 
In a r eport of the field work of the Canadian Experiment 
:Stations for 1912 Grisdale (j) shows that a moderately dry soil 
.accompanied by high temperatures during the period in which the 
·grain is filling, tends to arrest the vegetative growth of the p~ant, 
to hasten ma urity, and to produce a hard berry with a high per-
centage of gluten and a high baking value. 
Harris (k) working with a clay loam soil in pots found that 
wheat matured sixteen days earlier with 20 per cent moisture in 
the soil than with either 11 per cent or 45 per cent, and the period 
at which high moisture " als applied had considerable effect on the 
date of ripening. The number of kernels to each head was 
greatest on a soil with medium moisture , but the weight of 100 
kernels was greatest on the driest, and lowest on the wettest 
.soil. These soHs were maintained at a constant moisture content. 
III. PREVIOUS WORK AT THE UTAH STATION 
rrhe importance of accurate experimental work to help solve 
the perplexing proble~s encountered in irrigating, was seen by 
the first director of this Station and rather comprehensive ex-
periments covering different phases of irrigation were begun al-
most as soon as t he Station was established. 'rhe earlier experi-
-ments were conducted on a very shallow soil and are therefore 
Dot so reliable as later investigations whi ch were conducted on a 
deeper and more uniform soil. 
Bulletin 21 (1) published in 1893 gives the first r esults on 
the irrigation of grain . H ere it was found that the yield of grain 
was slightly greater on the plats irrigated by day than by night 
but a little more straw resulted from night irrigation. The total 
yield was about 15 per cent greater on the plats irrigated at 
night. There were] 20 pounds of straw to each bushel of grain 
( j) Grisdale, J. H ., et al. Field Crop Work at Canadian Experiment 
Stations and F arms in 1912. Canadian Experimen t Farms 'R eports 1913. 
(k ) H arris. F. S. Effects of Variations in Moi sure. Content on Cer-
tain Properties of a Soil and on the Growth of -Wheat. Cornell ;Exp. Sta. 
Bul. No. 352. (1914), pp. 803-868. 
(1) Sanborn, J. W. Night Versus Day Irri gation . Utah Exp. Sta. 
Bul. 21. (1893) PP. ] 2-14 . 
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when the irrigating was don e at night and but 9 pounds for 
each bushel of grain under day irrigation. 
In Bulletin 23 (p) published the same year, Sanborn reports 
that very early irrigation is not economical ; for although it 
slightly increased the yield of grain and t he ratio of grain to 
straw, it did not increase the total yield of grain and straw. 
Bulletin 24 (m) shows that where on~ and one-half feet of 
water were applied , the highest yield of grain "vas secured, but 
the yield of straw was the smallest of any of the irrigation treat-
ments. • 
Results on th sub-irrigation of wheat up to 1 93. a hown 
in Bulletin 26 (n ) indicate that · whether don e bJ large open 
drains or by the ement pipe system, sub-irrigation fail to supply 
enough moisture for growing crops in well-drained soil . 
Sanborn points out in Bulletin 27 (0) that there is a decided 
gain by early and late (May 30 and July 24) '" atering and this 
gain is more in t he seed than the straw. The earlier (May 20 ) 
watering gave an increase of wheat and a decrease of straw. 
Data in Bulletin 29 (p) shows that 15.86 inches of water is 
equivalent to larger quantities for grain production , although it 
is probable that this amount will give less straw than a larger 
application. 
The work of Mills, as presented in Bulletin 39 (q) hows that 
26.82 inches of water gave the highest yield of grain an d straw. 
On a sandy clay soil the yield of grain increased as th e water in-
creased up to 40 inches, though the maximum yield of straw was 
produced with 16 inches of water. On poor, gravelly, clay soil, the 
greatest yield of grain was obtained by irrigating every six days 
while the greatest yield of straw came from twelve day periods. 
There was but little difference in total yield with 'six, nine, 
twelve, and fifteen day periods between irrigations. With a good 
clay soil the twelve day periods gave the best results for both 
grain and straw. Irrigating spring wheat three times on a poor, 
(p) Sanborn, J. W. Early Versus Late Irrigation. Utah Exp. Sta. 
Bul. 23 (1893) pp. 11-14. 
(m) Sanborn, J. W. Irrigation. Utah Exp. Sta. Bul. 24 (1893), p. 4. 
(n) Sandborn, J. W. Sub-irrigation Vs. Surface Irrigation. Utah .Exp. 
S.ta. Bul. 26 (1893) pp. 1-8. 
(0) Sandborn, J. W. Irrigation; Early, Late, and Usual. Utah Exp. 
Sta. Bul. 27 (1894) pp. 1-8. 
(p) Sanborn, .J. W. Irrigation; Amount of Water to Use. Utah Exp. 
Sta. Bul. 29 (1894) pp. 1-13. 
(q) Mills, A. A. Farm Irrigation. Utah Exp. Sta. Bul. 39 (1895) pp. 1-72. 
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gravelly clay gave the maximum yield for both grain and straw. 
Allowing the grain to become c: burnt" before water was applied 
decreased the yield by nearly one half regardless of the later irri-
gations. J • 
In 18'98 (r) lVlerrill states in Bulletin 56 that one irrigation in 
the fall gave but little better results than no irrigation at all ex-
~ept where there had not been enough rain to bring the grain up 
until late. The increased yield due to fall irrigation wa not 
sufficient to justify the expense of irrigation. 
Bulletin 80 (s) by Widtsoe and other member of the staff 
gives considerable valuable data concerning irrigation on a shal-
low soil. Wheat and oats, which mature early, use less total water 
than the crops with longer growing periods but the amount used 
in a day or any other definite period wa's larger for the cereals 
than for the legumes and root crops. 
It was found that heavy irrigation increased the weight of 
the heads of wheat while light irrigation increased the relative 
weight of leaves and stalks. The yield of wheat and the percent-
age of grain increased with irrigation up to 30 inches. In the 
early stages of growth the relative proportion of heads was not 
affected to any great extent by different amount of water while 
toward the end of the growing season, the plant that received 
the most water had the highest percentage of heads. 
In Bulletin 86, (t) a gradual decrease in the proportion of 
gluten in wheat was found to result from increasing the amount 
of water applied from 5 to 35 inches. 
Bulletin 105 eu) gives a study of the factors influencing evap-
oration and transpiration as found by Widt oe' tank experi-
ments. 
Increasing the moisture content of the 8-oil from 10 to 20 per 
cent increased the yields of wheat, eorn, and peas about two and 
one-fourth times. The tot'al amounts of water u ed to produce a 
pound of dry matter with soil moi ture contents of 10 p rent and 
20 per cent were almost identical for wheat and uo-ar 1 e t and 
nearly so for corn and peas. 
(r) ferrill, L. A. Field Experiments with Wheat Oats, and Barley. 
'Utah Exp. Sta. Bu!. 56 (1898) pp. 181-185. 
(s) Widts~e, J. A . et al. Irrigation Investigations in 1901. Utah 
Exp. Sta. Bul. 80, pp. 67-199. 
(t) Widtsoe, J. A. et al. The Right Way to Irrigate. Utah Exp. Sta. 
Bu!. 86 (1903) p . 72. 
(u) Widtsoe, J. A. Irr igation Investigations. Utah Exp. Sta. Bul. 
105 (1909) pp. 5-64 . 
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In no case did 15 per cent, or the maximum degree of satura-· 
tion of sand, produce the largest yield of dry matter. With clay,. 
the largest yield of dry matter was from the highest saturation 
degree but the yield was not in proportion to the amount of wa-
ter used. The net re ults of the tank tests indicate that the higher 
aturation degrees, considered with reference to the quantity of 
water for each pound of dry matter produced , are essentially 
wasteful. On fertile soils it is not so wasteful to apply water 
heavily as it i Ion infertile soils . 
Probably the most important irrigation results published by 
the Station are those contained in Bulletins 115 to 120. Some 
of the conclusions touching on the water relations of grain as 
found by Widtsoe and :McLaughlin and reported in Bulletin 
115 (v ) are that the grain crops seem to have the power of ex-
hau ting the oil more thoroughly of water than the root or 
tubers. 
Bulletin 116 (w) ho"v that in wheat the total yield of dry 
matt r gradually increa d fr m 4969 pound to the acr where 
5 acre inches of water were used to 7999 pound for 50 inches. 
'rhe corresponding yield for each inch of water, however, decreased 
from 994 pounds t o 160 pound . 
There wa a gradual de 'rea e in the percentaO'e of grain 
from 44.5 per cent where 5 inches of ,vater were added to 32. 9 
p r cent where 50 inches w re applied. rrhe amount of water re-
quired to produce, a pound of dry matter rose from 856 with the 
least water to 1809 with the most. 
The 'work of Widtsoe and J\lerrill in Bulletin 117 (x) shows 
that about 84 per cent of the grain and 6 per cent of the straw 
produced by 7.5 inches of irrigation water is due to the natural 
pre ·ipitation according to a 5 year average. Increasing the ap-
plications of water from 5 to 50 inches increased the yield of grain 
from about 38 bushels an acre to 49 bushels, but decreased the 
yield for each inch of water from 7.56 to .99 bushels. The pro-
portion of grain decreased as an increasing quantity of 'water 
was applied. 
(v) Widtsoe, J. A. and McLaughlin, W. W. The Movement of Water 
in Irrigated Soils. Utah Exp. Sta. Bul. 115 (1912) pp. 199-268. 
(w) Widtsoe, J. A. The Production of Dry Matte.~· with Different 
Quantities of Irrigation Water. Utah Exp. Sta. Bul. 116 (1912) pp. 5-63. 
(x) Widtsoe, J. A. and Merrill, L. A. The Yields of Crops with Dif-
ferent Quantities of Irrigation Water. Utah Exp. Sta. Bul. 117 (1912) 
pp. 69-118. 
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In Bulletin 118 (y) it is shown that 3.5 inche of wat l' ap-
plied about the middle of June gave a yield of nearly 3 bushels an 
acre more than this amount at the" filling out" time of the grain, 
but the yield of straw was approximat ly 461 pound 1 s by the 
earIler irrigation. U ing 6.5 inches of water, there was an in-
crea'e of about two bushels of wheat to the acre, but the yield 
of straw was somewhat decreased by applyin g the '" ater ill two 
irrigations rather than in one. An application of 7.5 inches of wa-
ter was given in three different ways: first, in two equ~l irriga-
tions; second, one light and one heavy; third, one heavy and the 
other light. The highest yield came from the two equal irriga-
tions and the next highest when the lighter irrigation cam fir t. 
One irrigation immediately after the opening of the irriga-
tion season and the other near the time of the : filling out" of 
grain-each application amounting to 5 inche -gave the larO'e t 
yield of grain for 10 inches of irrigation water. '£he next largest 
yield re ulted from 2.5 inches, the first irrigation coming when 
the grain was filling. Neither the number nor the order of the 
applications seemed to affect the production of straw. 
The best return of grain with 15 inches of water came from 
applying one-fourth of the total amount in each of the fir t two 
irrigation and the remaining half in a third irrigation. The 
smallest yield came from three equal irrigation . . 
, omparing flooding with furrow irrigation , ,for 10, 15, and 
25 inches of water, there was an increase in grain amountinO' to 
2.3, 19.1, and 10.2 bushels to the acre re pectively and an increa e 
of 1213, 2 66, and 634 pounds re pectively of straw in favor of the 
flooding method. 
Experiments to test the value of early irrigation hovved that 
the application of 7.5 inche of water immediately before plant-
ing gave a smaller yield of grain and of traw than wher no 
water was used. One irrigation of 7.5 inches before planting and 
another 7.5 inches in two applications during he ason in-
creased the yield 72 per cent over non-irrigation. When 7.5 
inches were applied soon after planting and 7.5 in two later irriga-
tions a still larger yield was obtained~ With an application of 
7.5 inches on June 10, and then 7.5 in two later irrigation , the 
yield was still greater. Applications of 7.5 inches on June 10, 
(y) Widtsoe, J. A. and Merrill, L. A. Methods of Increasing the 
Crop Producing Power of Irrigation Water. Utah Exp. Sta. Bu!. 118 
(1912) pp. 125-163. 
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and then 7.5 inches in two subsequent irrigations gave intermedi-
ate result. 
Bulletin 119 (z) by Widtsoe and Stewart shows that more 
~ ater is required' to produce a pound of dry matter where large 
applications of 'water are given than with smaller amoun-ts . The 
young plant requires much more water to produce a pound of dry 
matter than an older one. As the water was decreased, the pro-
portion of heads in creased and the leaves and stalks decreased~ 
fJ:'he increased leafiness due to heavy applications of water is not 
'0 noticeable in the first stage of de'\ elopment as later. 
Bulletin 120 (A) gives orne very important data on the ef-
f c of irrigabon water in modifyin the 'ompositioll of wheat 
and ther crop . 
IV. EXPERIMENTAL 
1. Description of the Experiment 
'1"h xp rml ntal work r p orted in tili bulletin wa con-
ducted on th Gr enyille Experimental Farm two mile north of 
Fig. 2.-Plats on which the experiments were condu cted. 
Logan a he ounty, Utah. The oj! of thi farm has been de-
scribed in deta 'l in previous pUblications of this Station (Utah 
Sta. Bul. No. 115 ) .' It is a uniform loam to considerable depth 
and carries about 22 per cent of moisture a a maximum under 
field conditions. 'rhe plat 'were 29 feet wide by 57 feet long; 
(z) Widtwe, J. A. and Stewart, R. The Ei'fect of Irrigation on the 
Growth and Composition of Plants at Different Periods of Development. 
Utah Exp. Sta. Bul. 119 (1912) pp. 169-199. 
(A) W idtsoe, J. A. and Stewart, R. The Chemical Composition of 
Crops as Affected by Different Quantities of Irrigation ·Water. Utah Exp. 
Sta. BuI. 120 (1912) pp. 205-240. 
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this gives an area of 1-26.35 of an acre in each plat exclusive of a 
seven foot space between each. 
'l'he water was measured by means of a Cippoletti weir and 
taken to the land in wooden flumes where it was added to the 
wheat by the flooding method. All of the v, ater v, as retained on 
the plats by banks around the edges. To a number of plats, water 
was added each week during the growing season, but the time of 
applying water to most of the plats depended on the tage of de-
velopment of the plants. 
'l'he wheat plant was divided into four stage a follows: 
first , the stage when five leaves had developed and the plants were 
six or eight inches high; second 
the early boot stage when th8 
plants were ju t . welling pre-
paratory to hading ; third, the 
bloom stage when most of the 
plants were in bloom; and 
fourth. when th plants were in 
th dough tage. 
A five-inch irrigation was 
u d as a tandard at the e 
stage. An application of th1, 
amount was given at each stage, 
at ea h t", 0 tage, at each three 
stage and at all of the four 
tag . thu givinD' quit a num -
ber or different ombinations. 
It is possible, therefore, from 
the results obtained to deter -
mine which stages are best 
when either one, two, or three 
. _ . Fig. 3.- Jew Zea land wheat was used 
lrrlgatlOns are used. in the experiment. 
In the weekly irrigations, one plat received 1 inch, another 
2112 inches, another 5 inches, and another 7lj2 inches 6f water eac~ 
week during the season, beginning when the wheat was five or 
six inches high and continuing until it began to turn yellow. 
During the three of the four years of this experiment, three 
. manured plats were included. They received manure at the rate 
of 5 15, and 40 tons to the acre respectively each year. r hese 
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l!'ig. 4.-Mach ine used to thresh the grain from each plat separately. 
plat r eceived 2lj~ inche of water each week; hen e they can be 
compared with t he unmanur d plat receivin o' the same quantity 
of ·water . 
"fh e experime,nt \\'a begun in 1912 and carried through 1913, 
1914 and 1915, giving four years ' r esults. Conditions 'luring t h e 
year wer e made a unifo rm as po ible in every respect. 
2. Precipit ation 
'r able I gives the precipi t ation durin g the four year of t he 
Table 1. Precipitation recor d during the years of the exper iment, 
1912-1915: 
Precipitation In Inches. 
Month 1912 1913 1914 1915 Average 
Jan. .95 .69 3.80 1.06 1.63 
Feb. .93 .92 1.40 1.32 1.14 
'lat' . 2.02 .09 1.73 .59 1. 6 
Apr. 2.25 1.65 2.29 1.94 2.03 
May 2.22 1.03 .41 2.98 1.66 
Jun 1.02 2.53 2.97 1.12 1.91, 
July 1. 8 .95 1.98 .22 1.26 
Au . 1.95 .27 .05 .00 .57 
Sept. .54 1.48 1.51 3.81 1.84 
Oct. 3.04 2.14 2.21 .05 1.86 
Nov. 2.40 1.84 .00 1.37 1.40 
Dec. .35 .88 .55 .78 .64 
Total 19.55 17.47 18.90 15.24 17.79 
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experiment . . It shows a total p'recipitation of 19.55 inches in 1912, 
17.47 inches in 1913, IS.90 inches in 1914, and 15.24 inches in 
1915 with an average of 17.79 inches for the four years . An ex-
amination of the table shows that the greater part of the precipi-
tation fell during the winter and spring months only about four 
or five inches falling during the growing ea '011.. The high win-
ter and spring rainfall leaves the soil fairly well saturated in the 
spring when the crop is planted. This condition naturally has 
con iderable influence on the method of irrigation. 
3. Yield of Crop 
Probably the most important consic1eration in conne ·tion with 
irrigati on experiment is crop yield, in'e on thi profit · primarily 
depend. The relative yield of straw and grain i al 0 worth con-
sideration the straw having considerable value, but not nearly 
that of the grain. The total yield of O'rain produced i doub t-
les the chief standard to use in judging the yalue of any treat-
ment. Of course the expen e attached to a t r atm ell t a nd the 
economy in the u e of water must be taken into on sideration in 
deciding what method of irrigation is best. 
In reporting these experiments the re uIt are separat ed into 
two divisions, (1 ) the plats receiving regular weekly irrigations 
and (2) those receiving water only at certain period m the 
growth of the plants. 
Figure 5 shows the average yield of grain and straw for 
1;20 II G-ral/7 
o 
Fig. 5.-Yield of wheat grain and straw on plats receiving different quan-
tities of irrigation water weekly. 
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four years with no irrigation, and with weekly irrigatio.ns of 
1, 21/2, 5 and 71/2 inches which total 9, 22V2 , 45 and 671/2 inches 
of water respectively during the season. Where no water was 
added, there was an average yield of 37.3 bushels of grain to the 
acre and 4,043 pounds of straw. With the irrigation treatments 
the yields wer e as follows: for 1 inch weekly, 44.3 bushels of 
grain and 5,689 pounds of traw; for 21/2 inches weekly, 44.6 
bushels of grain and 6,757 pounds of straw; for 5 inches weekly, 
45.8 bushels of grain and 6,250 pounds of straw; and for 71/2 
inches weekly, 43.5 bushels of grain and 5,794 pounds of straw. 
It will be noted that 1 inch of water weekly produced al-
most as high a yield as larger quantities and the yield was higher 
than that for 71/2 inches weekly. The least total straw as well as 
the least in proportion to grain was produced with no irrigation 
while the most straw, both absolutely and in proportion to the 
grain , was produced with 2V2 inches of water weekly. 
F igure 6 shows the yi eld of gr ain and straw on the plats to 
which water was applied during various stages in the growth 
Fig. 6.-Yield of wheat grain and straw on plats receiving various quan-
tities of irrigation water at different stages. 
of the plant. It will be noted that no water was applied to one 
plat, and that single irrigations of five inches were applied after 
planting the graiv before it came up, and at the first , t he second, 
the third and the fourth stages. There were also plats receiving 
two irrigations of five inches each at various combinat ions of 
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stages, as well as plats receiving three and four irrigations. The 
reason for these various combinations was to determine' the best 
time to irrigate wheat in case the farmer could give it but one, 
two, or three irrigations. 
One st r iking thing about t~is figure is the relatively high 
yield on the plat receiving no irrigation. It will be remembered 
that t he 'Soil on which these experiments were conducted was deep 
and uniform and of a nature suited to the holding of much water. 
The pr ecipitation for the four years of the experiment averaged 
17.79 inches which was sufficient for a fairly good crop without 
irrigation. 
The f igure shows that the yields were decidedly r educed by 
water ing the crop up . The plat irrigated at t he fourth stage, when 
Fig. 7.- 1aking mea'surements of plants in the field. 
the wheat was ripening gave a yield almost exactly the same 
as the unirrigated plat. 
A careful examination of the figure show the be t yield for 
one irrigabon to be when the water was applied at the first stage, 
and the best yield for two 'Stages, when irrigated at the first two. 
Likewise the first three stages were better than any other three. 
Indeed, the highest yield of both grain and straw was obt ained 
with fifteen in ·hes of water applied during the first' three stages. 
Irrigation at the last stage seemed in every ca e to be the least 
favorable time. That is, on a soil of this type, and under the con-
C1itions of the experiment, the early irrigations determine largely 
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what the yield of wheat will be. Whenever the first stage was in-
cluded with any other stage the yield was ahvays higher than if 
this stage was left out. Just the opposite ,~as true of the fourth 
stage. 
The economic considerations involved in these varying yields 
for different ir:,rigations are discussed later. 
4. Heigh1t of Plants 
The height of plants was determined by selecting in each 
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Fig. S.-Height of plants on plat receiving different quantities of irriga-
tion water weekly. 
plant in these area . from the e measurements the averages" ere 
obtained. 
Figure 8 give the height of I lant on plat re ei,ing weekly 
irrigation . It 'show t4 non-irrigated plants to be the shortest 
and those receiving 21/2 inches of water weekly to be the highest, 
although the height did not vary greatly in any of the irrigated 
plats. . 
The height of plants irrigated at various stages, as shown in 
Fig~re 9, indicates that early irrigations make t he higher plants. 
Compared with no irrigation , some applications produced slight-
ly shorter plants when water was added. 
5. Kind of Grain 
The effect of various quantities of water applied weekly on 
the weight of 1000 kernels of wheat and on the weight per bu hel 
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Fig. 9.-Height of plants on plats receivi'ng various quantities of irrigation 
water at different stages. 
Fig. 10.-Weight of 100 kernels, and pounds per bushel of wheat on plats 
receiving ·different quantities of irrigation water weekly. 
of the grain is shown in Figure 10. The large t kernels in the 
weekly irrigation test were produced with 2lj2 inches of water; 
but the plat receiving no irrigation produced the heaviest grain 
per bushel, while that receiving 21/2 inches of water each week 
produced the second heaviest. 
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An examination of Figure 11 shows the same determinations 
on plats receiving five inch irrigations at various stages. The 
heaviest kernels were produced on the plats receiving five inch.es 
. weiphtoTloookernels In grams ~ .po(Jnds welyht.per b(Jshel 
F ig. n.-Weight of 1000 kernels, and pound,s per bushel of wheat on plats 
receiving various . quantities of irrigation water at different stages, 
each at the third and fourth stages, while the lightest kernels 
were on the plat receiving an irrigation after the grain was plant-
ed before it came up. The 'heaviest grain to the bu hel wa on 
the plat receiving an irrigation each at the fir t, second, an 1 
fourth stages, while the lightest was on the plat irrigated only at 
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~ TOTAL 0 . .3 2 2Y'g 40 67/z. ~ 
Fig. 12.-Lengt h of head in inches, numb'er of spikelets per head, and 
mlmber of k ernels per head on platS' r eceiving different quantities 
of irri~ation water weekly. 
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6. Nature of Head 
21 
The growth of the head, including its length and the num-
ber of spikelets and kernels produced, is sho'Yn jn P igures 12 
and 13. Where no water was applied, the head. averaged 3.52: 
inches long; with one inch of water weekly, 3.50 inches; with tv.ro· 
and one half inches weekly, 3.40 inches; with 5 inch s " eekly, 3.20 
inches; and with seven and one half inches we kly 3.26 inch es. 
long. The number of spikelets in each head wa. not greatly in-
flu enced by the irrigation, but the number of l\: ern els of wheat 
in each head was affected to considerable extent. On th e plat 
that were watered weekly, the ones receiving rno t water pro-
duced heads with fewest kernels. They did n ot pro uce the most 
head , however. 
An xamination of Figure 13 shows that th e Dum bel' of ker-
• lenyfhof.hecd i'7/"CI~~ .5p/kelels F er h eod ~ k erneh per/;ead ~ 
Fig. 13.-Length of head in inches, number of spikelets per head, and 
number of kernels per head on plats receiving various quantities 
of irrigation water at different stages . 
nels in each head is usually increased by the early irrigations. 
This is contrary to a popular idea held by some f armers, who 
think that an irrigation at heading time increa es the number of 
kernels in the heads. These results , howeyer, agree with those 
of von Seelhorst. 
7. Date of Maturity 
The date of maturity of grain is rather important in regions 
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having short ea ons. Often ten days differ en 'e in th e ripening 
period' makes the differen ce between succes an 1 failur e. ,\i\ here 
this condition is .found ~ it rna) be desirable to irri gate in the way 
that ,,,ill ha ten maturity almo t r O'ardle of y iell. 
-o 
t:: 
l' ig- . H.- Days for wheat to matu re on pJ ts receiving different quantities 
of irrigation water weekly. 




Fig. 15.-Days for wheat to mature on plats receiving various quantities 
of irrigation ' water at different stages. 
Figures 14 and 15 show that in general the plats receiving 
. I 
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th~ 'higher irrigations had longer growing sea on than those 
which were not irrigated or which receiyed but little water. The 
unirrigated wheat matured in 117 days, while 12 days were re-
-quired where either five or seven and one half inches of water-
were applied each week. All the. plats re eiving only five inches. 
of w'ater matured their wheat in less time than any of those re- · 
ceiving ten , fifteen, or twenty inches. '1'his corre ponds with the-
common experience of farmers that dry-farm wheat matures~ 
eariler than irr igated. 
8. Effect of Manure 
During the years 1912, 1913, and 191-:1:, maliur vva applied' 
tqJ) a number f plats in 'order that a comparison might be made 
with the unmanured plats , As already stated. '-. 1 - . and 40 ton 
to the acre werre applied to the re pective plat. Th e manured ~ 
TABLE II.-EFFECT OF MANURE ON THE GROWTH OF WHEAT RE· -
CEIV ING 2% INCHES OF IRRIGATION WATER WEEKLY 
THROUGHOUT THE SEASON. 1\VERAGE OF THREE . 
Y EARS. MANURE APPLIED EACH YEAR. 
Y je ld .... 
-;- ';;) t.. Per Acre. -;;) G 2 u u n u E c---:- t... 0.. 
.!: .!: Q) 
Ill+' III 
o ~ 'jU ~ t... U U u Manure «j) ~ <:.> 'Q).2 o t... o..t... 3 t... -: @ ~c:.>"'D U U o OJ t..._ ~u C ::J 
Tons :l . .0 o .~ ra I! o. ,~ ~"C C Q) C"C ~ '-' (!J- cri: ra ::J ~ .- ra t...~ t... ra ._ C ... C +' '-' ~ 
.!: o..u U .- ~ Q) ~!!!. ~:i .~ ~ ra ra +' ra :Per Acre 
.!: ... I> +' enI ~o.. ~I (5:?! en~ c: ~ 0'l"C en o CI) 0.0 6, 
1\1 
O'lc 
.. C ra I.! 
.C iii c ~ . - ra ' ... 't... 't... ~~ ~ ... c <- u_ 00- UU o U o U o U ~~ ::J-- ::J 0 .00 0 en Ie. Zen -II Zo.. Za. Zo.. ~~ 00.,- ml- -I ..... 
None 3 43.4 199 3.3 15.03 2.42 35.9 47.0 5 ,8 1.5 
5 tons 4 .1 46. 2D9 3.4 15.25 2.15 32. 49.1 60.7 1.99 2.00 18 
11) tons 55.1 47.3 232 3.4 15.30 1.93 32.2 49.4 60.8 2.28 1.13 11!:> 
40 tons 51.4 47 .9 249 3.2 15.17 1.98 29.7 47 .2 58.9 2.13 .3,3 44 
plats had for a number of years previous to 1912 been raising 
potatoes and had receIved the same quantitie of manure that 
were appl~ed to the wheat. All the plats receiyed a t"\i\ 0 and one 
half inch irrigation each 'week during the growing ea on. For 
the three years ther:e was an average of 9.67 irrigation. each 
year, in which 24,18 inches of water were appli ed . 
Figure 16 and Table II give the results obtained in the 
manuring te t. They sh ow an average yield of 3 .1 bu hels of 
wheat with no manure, 48.1 bushels with five ton , 55.1 bushels 
with fifteen tons, and 51.4 bushels with forty ton of manure. 
Thus when compared with fifteen tons, the yield of grajn wa 
actually decr eased when as much as forty tons of manure were 
applied every year. This is probably due in part to the fact 
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that ex<:e' in~ manul'inO' au 1 the traw to 0'1'0\\ 0 rank that it 
















Fig. 16'.-Effect of manure on the yield of grain and straw. 
The height of plants and the number of heads to the quare 
yard were greate t vi'ith the most manure, but th e length of 
heads, the number of kernel, the weight of 1000 kernels and the 
weight to a bushel of grain were highest with 15 tons of manure. 
The unmanured wh at had more kernel to the pik let than any 
recelvm manur. T'he gl'eatest gain in yield for ea h ton of 
manure was prodn e i ""jth five ton, which in rea' d tll yield 
two bu hel for ea h ton of manure while forty ton incr a i the 
yield only .33 of a bu hel for ach ton. 
9. Producing' Power of Natural Precipitation 
Irrj gabon at be t i only supplementary to the rainfall; the 
greater part of the water u ed by crop u ually come" from nat-
ural pre ipitation whi h fall during the growing sea on or i 
stored in the soil. Irrigation water should be applied in uch a 
w.ay that it will use the rainfall to best advantage. 
, Figure 17·, how the p rcentage of the entire crop hat i pr0-
~uced by the natura] precipitation. In determining thi , the yield 
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GroIn. straw. 
Fig 17.-P"ercentage of the yield of wheat produced by the natural pre-
cipitation with different quantities of irrigation water. 
produ ed by. the un-supplemented rainfall and from thi the per-
centage were computed. In every ca e over 75 per cent of the 
crop wa produced by the precipitation whlle over 95 per cent was 
produced bv it where only :five inches of irrigation water were 
applied. 
10. Economic Considerations 
(a) Water spread over different areas. The importaance of 
u ing jrrigation water economically to supplem.ent the natura~ 
precipitatlon i brought out in Figure 1 . 
The total crop produced by the natural precipitation in con-
junctjon with 20 acre-inches of ""vater where it is u ed on ' one 
acre, one and one-third acres, two acres, and four a re respec-
tively i shown. The t otal yield was more than three times as 
much where 20 acre-in~hes were u ed on four acre a where the 
water wa all applied to one acre. 
(b). Increase in yield for each acre-inch of water. ,\There 
water i carce and land plentiful, the real te t of efficiency is 
not yield to the acre of limd but yield to the acr e-inch of water. 
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Fig. I 8.-Amount of wheat produced by twen ty acre-inches of water when 
applied t o one acr e, one and one-third acres , two acres, a nd 
four acres of .and. 
• wheaf. ~ straw 
Tolal 45 67Jc 
F ig. I9 .----:-Yield of wheat gr ain and str aw for 'each inch of water on phLts 
receiving different quant ities of irr igation water weekly. 
.. 
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Sill e in arid l' g ion water is the chief limiting fa -tor of produc-
tion , it mann r of use determines largely the population that can 
be uppor t ed. 
\.. 
~ ~ 
_ Grain ~ Straw 
Fig. 20.-Yield of wheat grain and straw for each inch of water on plats 
receiving various quantities of wate'r at different stages, 
Figures 19 and 20 show the increase in yield of grain and 
str aw for each inch of water above the yield where no ", ater was 
Fig. 21.-Section of Fiute Rec:: ervoir, Sevier River. In order to use river 
water most economically far irrigation, the flood waters 
should be 'stored in reservoirs, 
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Fig. 22.-0utlet Piute Reservoir through solid rock. 
appli d. In Figure 19 the results for we kly 1rrigation are given, 
and 1n figure 20 the results are shown for plat r ceiv ing water 
at "ariou 'tage. 
"Vh n seven and one-half inches of water were appli d week-
ly each acre-inch of water produced only .09 of a bu hel of 
grain whil one in ch weekly produced.7 of a bu hel of grain for 
each acre-inch of water. 
Figure 20 brings out in a very striking manner t he relative 
economy of d1fferent methods of irrigation. The importance of 
the five-leaf tag in wheat as a t1me to irrigate is made clear on 
the plat r c iving five and ten inches of water. Th e t reatment 
giving the :n0 t economical use of water was three irrigations of. 
f1ve inche each applied during the first three tages in the growth 
of th Cl·Op. Thj was also the treatment giving the highest yield 
to t~ e acre of land; consequently here . 'we have the method of 
irrigation that hould be applied to wheat under th e condition of 
this exp riment. rrh1s is. the most profitable when either the acre 
of land or the acre-inch of water is used as the stan lard. 
v. SUMMARY 
1. ,,\ heat should probably not be raised extensively under 
irrigation ; but a knowledge of its water requirement is import-
ant, because orne wheat will probably alway be rai ed on irri-
'gated land t 
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2. 'l'he main literature on the subject, inclu~ing seventeen 
bulletins of the Utah Station, is reviewed. 
3. Results of four years' work conducted at the Greenville 
(North Logan) Experimental Farm are reported. 
4. The highest yield of wheat was produ.ced with three irri-
gations of five inches each, applied at the five-leaf, the early 
boot, and the bloom stages. 
5. Irrigation water applied after the grain was planted be-
fore it" was up, and that applied after the dough stage, decreased 
the yield. 
6. Where only one irrigation wa' given the best time to give 
it was at the five-leaf stage. 
7. Where two irrigations were applied, the five-leaf and the 
boot stages were best. 
8. Where three irrigations were given, the five-leaf, the boot, 
and the bloom stages were best. 
9. Water applied during early growth of wheat increased 
its height more than that applied at any other time. 
10. 'llhe number of kernels in each head is decidedly af-
fected by irrigation water applied during early growth, and less 
so by that applied later. 
11. The date of maturity of wheat was retarded by exces-
. sive irrigation. 
12. E conomy in the use of water was increased by the use 
of barnyard manure. 
13. From 75 to 95 per cent of the yield of irrigated wheat 
under various systems of irrigation was produced by the natural 
precipitation. 
14. Twenty acre-inches of water spread over four acres of 
land produced more than three times as much wheat as where 
it was all used on one acre. 
15. These experiments show rather conclusively that on the 
deep soils of Utah the best ,system of irrigating wheat is to apply 
three irrigations of about five inches each, beginning when the 
wheat is six or eight inches high and stopping about the time it is 
in blossom. 
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APPENDIX. DETAILED DATA REGARDING CROP ON EACH PLAT 
FOR EACH OF !HE FOUR YEARS OF THE EXPERIMENT. 
Irrigation Yield of Grain (bu. per Acre) Yield of Straw (Ibs. per Acre) .. 
Plat Treatn' ent 1912 1913 1914 1915 Av. 1912 1913 1914 1915 Av. 
] 1 in. wkly. 58 34.3 31.6 53.3 44.3 5799 3386 3637 9935 5689 
l 2% in. wkly . 42 40. 6 31.6 64.1 44.6 64 6 4454 3637 12451 6757 
3 5 in. wkly . 45 40.6 34.0 63.7 45.8 4566 4374 3953 12108 6250 
·1 7% in. wldy. 41 3 .0 33.6 61. 5 43. 5 3702 4032 3913 11529 5794 
5 No w a ter 4 37 .3 37.8 25 .9 37.3 39 5 2728 3702 5758 4043 
6 5 in. after planting 
and before com'g up 45 33.8 25.9 24.2 29.7 3071 2569 2174 4625 3110 
7 5 in. a t 5- 1eaf sta ge 55 38.2 34 .3 35.6 40.8 3869 2912 3215 7 53 4462 
8 5 in. a t ea rly boo t 
sta g e 5 31.4 30.5 36.5 39 .1 370 3268 2 59 6944 4220 
9 5 in. a t blos' m stge 44 33. 32.7 42.2 3 .2 3132 2912 3110 712 4071 
I e 5 in. a t dough stage 46 29.4 35.8 35 .6 36.7 3298 2332 3412 6759 3950 
11 20 in. in a ll at I, 2, 
3. 4 stages 51 30.1 33.6 68.1 45.7 4 12 3268 3742 11937 5940 
12 15 in. in all at 2, 3, 
4 stages 55 34.9 34 .0 62.8 46.7 4565 3057 3571 10620 5453 
13 15 in. in all at I, 3, 
4 stages 53 37.6 3,4. 3 68.1 48. 3 4264 4164 3505 11200 5783 
lot 15 in. in all at I, 2, 
-4 stages 60 34.7 37.3 59.3 47. 8 616 3175 4111 99 08 5841 
Hi 15 in . in all a t I, 2, 
3 sta g es 71 43.5 35.6 59 .3 52.4 5081 48 8 371 6 98 2 5892 
1t; 10. in. in all at I, 2 
• stage s 59 39 . 34.9 44. 44. 6 4 68 3399 3478 8785 5133 
17 10 in. in all at 2, 3 
sta ges 35. 33.8 3 .6 39. 1 3 36 2965 3096 7787 4421 
18 10 in . in all at 3 4 
sta g es 43 34.3 34.5 4G. 1 39.5 3067 2622 3162 7563 4104 
19 10 in. In a ll a t I, 4 
stages 50 37.6 3 .0 47 .9 43.4 4757 3096 3623 9329 5201 
20 10 in. in all a t I, 3 
stages 54 35.4 36.2 54.9 45 .1 4:l 67 :l465 3571 8406 4952 
Averag e 51.3 36.1 34. 0 49.6 42.6 4370 33 63 3459 9025 5054.2 
Weight of 1000 Kernels (gr.) Weight per Bushel Height of Plants (in.) 
Plat 1912 1913 1914 1915 Av. 1912 1913 191 4 1915 Av . 1912 1913 1914 1915 Av. 
1 50 .3 4 .6 40.1 35.5 43 .6 57.2 58. 9 5 59 58 .3 50.11 39. 51 39 50.8 44. 86 
2 51. 9 47 .6 41.6 43 .0 46. 0 59.6 5 .8 5 61 59.4 46 .66 42.61 41 52. 6 45.72 
3 52 .3 49.1 39.3 42.9 4!'i.9 61.3 55.6 59 59 5 .7 43 .15 30. 1 42 53 .1 44.27 
4 49.2 47.3 42. 1 43.9 45.G 59. 57 .3 60 57 5 .5 41.9 41.40 41 fiR. O 44. 35 
5 51.0 46.4 37.4 35.4 42.6 60.0 60.0 60 59 - 9. 4-. 00 32.4:.. 44 34.4 3 .9 6 
6 53.2 44.3 39.6 29 .6 41. 7 5 .2 60.3 58 56 5 .1 3 .00 34.34 33 39.6 36.23 
7 60.5 47.5 36 .0 29.9 43.5 63 .6 60.6 0_ 54 59 .1 41. 47 36. 17 37 43.2 39. 71 
S 49.1 46 .5 39.4 40.4 43.9 53.7 60.3 fi9 57 . 41.32 34.42 37 36.6 37.34 
9 51. 3 44.4 40. 43.4 45.0 61.0 59. 60 61 60.5 35.9~ 36 . 0 36 3 .5 36. 2 
10 !'i5.9 44. 41. 5 2 .7 42.7 62.2 60 .5 57 5 59.4 35 . 30. 2 36 37 .8 35.13 
1J 54.4 46. 40.3 40.2 45.4 60.7 61.3 59 59 60 .0 45. 6 36 . 5 40 49 .8 43.13 
12 51.4 43. 42.2 44.3 45.4 5 . 54.2 60 60 5 .3 40.96 40.61 40 44. 1 41. 42 
B 50.6 45.3 ' 1.9 41. 1 44.7 63.7 60.3 60 60 61. 0 43.4 1 41.0 . 41 4 .0 43.38 
14 54.6 46.7 41.4 41. 4 46.0 64. 61.7 59 59 61.1 4 .47 3'J .T 43 47.2 44.36 
15 55.2 46.5 39.3 39 .9 45.2 61.7 61.7 7 60 60.1 44.9 40.5 6 43 46.7 43. 1 
lLi 56.0 46.0 38.5 36.5 44.3 57.4 60 .9 59 56 5 .3 45 .91 39.33 42 47.2 43 .61 
17 55.2 44.7 44.9 3 .2 ' 45. 56.3 61.0 57 61 5 . 39 .79 37. 1 42 31.7 37. il 
18 57.3 43.9 41.7 44.5 46.9 59 .5 61.2 61 61 60 . 35.62 36 .69 37 39 .2 37.13 
19 61. 7 45.6 40.5 32.4 4 .1 62. 60.7 60 59 60.6 43.51 3~.05 41 4 .6 42 .54 
20 -5.2 44.0 42.0 43.3 46.1 63 .8 61. 5 60 60 61.3 39.50 3q .9 3s 43.6 40.27 
A v 'ge 53 . 44 .5 40.5 3 .7 44.4 60 .3 59.0 59. 5 .959.5 42.3 37. 39.644.2 41.0 
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3.48 3.53 3.27 3.73 3.50 16.80 15.15 
3.26 3.41 3.27 4.00 3.49 15.52 14.56 
2.96 2.98 3.09 3.78 3.20 15.12 14.38 
2.89 3.11 3.11 3.94 3.26 15.72 14.37 
3.78 3.13 3.25 3.93 3.52 17.50 12.48 
3.64 3.29 3.47 4.30 3.68 17.00 14.85 
3.54 3.23 3.25 4.28 3.58 16.04 14.56 
3.45 2.97 3.07 4.33 3.46 15.68 13.51 
2.9982.97 3.18 3.94 3.27 15.25 13.09 
3.04 3.06 3.30 4.02 3.36 14.36 13.18 
2.98 2.98 3.15 3.73 3.21 14.52 13.54 
3.14 3.16 3.18 4.29 3.44 14.28 13.63 
3.22 3.17 3.24 3.88 3.38 15.52 14.13 
3.14 3.16 3.22 4.01 3.38 14.12 14.31 
3.34 3.26 3.20 3.93 3.63 15.32 14.74 
3.24 3.15 3.18 3.87 3.36 15.00 14.23 
3.06 3.01 3.19 4.08 3.34 14.28 13.49 
3.25 3.00 3.32 4.51 3.52 15.12 13.43 
3. 27 3.0- 3.46 3.83 3.40 15.56 14.09 
3.30 3.20 3.27 4.09 3.47 15.80 14.07 
3.25 3.14 3.23 4.02 3.41 15.4 14 
14.81 18.46 16.31 39.8 41.4 34.8 26.48 35.61 
15.00 18.25 15.83 34.2 39.0 34.5 31.10 34.70 
15.14 18.12 15.69 32.234.8 26.0 29.76 30.69 
15.05 18.73 15.99 31.7 34.4 29.5 32.47 32.01 
13.70 18.32 15.50 50.7 33.4 31.3 26.53 35.48 
14.46 18.45 14.19 44.9 36.1 36.3 29.06 36.58 
14.49 18.16 15.81 39.9 36.0 33.3 27.91 34.27 
13.95 18.20 15.34 36.3 32.78 28.8 33.30 32.78 
14.13 18.54 15.26 30.3 30.2 31.1 30.39 30.51 
14.38 19.21 15.28 30.9 30.4 32.5 28.59 30.62 
14. 26 19.03 15.34 34.0 32.5 31.0 30.10 31.88 
14.15 19.06 15.28 33.6 32.7 31.3 32.90 32.61 
14.61 18.41 15.67 37.2 35.3 32.5 31.33 34.07 
14.76 18.99 15.55 34.1 35.5 30.7 30.13 32.61 
15.19 18.38 15.91 36.2 37.20 32.0 31.55 34.25 
14. 2 18.73 15.6!! 33.2 36.6 33.0 27.06 32.47 
13.92 18.95 15.16 34.8 33.1 29.2 30.73 31.96 
14. 2 19.59 15.7!! 34.2 32.9 34.5 33.76 33.82 
15.4 5 18.62 15.93 36.0 34.3 34.8' 29.37 33.62 
15.19 18.49 15.89 37 .1 34.6 34.2 31.03 34.24 
14.6 18.6 15.6 36.0734.663'2.0630.7833.24 
Heads Per Square Ya rd. Days to Mature. 
1912 1913 1 ~ 14 1915 . Av'ge 1912 1913 1914 1915 Av'ge 
193 193 188 358.6 233 132 123 121 129 126 
199 199 199 337.6 234 132 123 121 133 127 
176 187 . 215 346.3 231 1313 123 121 133 128 
175 175 196 318.3 216 133 123 121 133 128 
186 186 208 305.3 221 115 116 120 118 117 
191 191 204 273.0 217 115 117 118 123 118 
189 189 240 271.0 222 116 116 120 126 119 
202 202 211 263.6 219 121 116 120 124 120 
172 162 214 318.6 217 116 116 120 125 119 
216 196 194 285.6 223 116 116 120 126 120 
166 166 196 306.0 209 122 121 121 131 124 
183 169 215 314 245 122 121 121 131 124 
161 161 172 321.3 204 122 122 121 131 124 
143 1413 198 257.0 185 122 121 121 131 124 
199 199 212 291.0 225 122 122 120 129 123 
194 194 208 329.3 231 121 122 120 124 122 
178 178 188 309.0 213 121 119 125 128 123 
180 180 184 309.0 213 116 119 126 128 122 
175 175 201 298 212 119 117 121 129 122 
176 176 201 3.15.6 217 121 119 121 128 122 
Ave rage 183,7 183 204 306.4 219 .3 121.8 119.6 120.~ I 128 .. 122.6 
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